Tiki Friendly Hosts

Partial list, add your own. See also 1-click installers and Hosting

Maybe you want a Tiki, right now, and you don't want to fuss with installation. Or maybe your remote host doesn't easily let you install Tiki. The following hosting providers will pre-install Tiki and let you jump right in. Add your stuff here, don't change things, add them and indicate the date.

Our Affiliate Partners

By registering within these you are supporting Tiki!

a2hosting

Start your hosting with a2hosting

When you want TikiWiki Hosting, you want the high performance host featuring the SwiftServer platform. That's us! At A2 Hosting, you can host your wiki on our blazing fast Turbo Servers featuring up to 20X faster page loads compared to competing Tiki Wiki Hosting providers. You're going to love them!

Bluehost

Start your hosting with BlueHost

Bluehost is one of the top recommended hosting companies for running your open source software. They power millions of domain names and offer 24/7 customer support via phone, email and chat. They also offer shell access via SSH so you can access your site scripts directly if necessary. Tiki and Bluehost works directly with the Tiki community to ensure compatibility and ease of installation and upgrades.

Hostmonster

Start your hosting with Hostmonster

Hostmonter is a US-based company specializing in shared hosting. See their features page for details. By subscribing now and taking advantage of the 1-click installer, you can have your Tiki-powered site up and running in minutes.

InMotion

InMotion offers Shared, VPS or Dedicated Servers for any size Tiki website. Visit their Tiki Education Channel as well to learn more.
how they can help you with your Tiki hosting needs.

InMotion Hosting Tiki Education Channel

Tiki confirmed Friendly Hosts (updated after 03/2021)

**Ezpz Hosting**

* Offers a Starter Plan. During September 2019, the first month cost 1 GBP, plus 6.99 GBP for a domain name, if you need one. The price then goes to 4.99 GBP per month. You may select a server in the UK, USA or India.

  - Logged into CPanel and used Softaculus to install Tiki 20.0. Even with no experience with Tiki or setting up a web site, this was not too difficult.

https://ezpzhosting.co.uk/

*Added by: larryg*

**RoseHosting**

* RoseHosting has been providing top-notch hosting services to thousands of customers around the world since 2001.

  - VPS hosting plans are fully managed and support TikiWiki. Our experienced admins will install TikiWiki and are available 24x7 if you need some help with your TikiWiki based site.
  - Admins do all the server work for the customer for free.

https://www.rosehosting.com

*Added by: jeffweidner*

**All-Inkl**

* I´am running Tiki with the All-Inkl PrivatPlus and All-Inkl Premium shared webhosting packets. Everything is fine, Tiki is running without problems.

  - Their service is fantastic! You could call or email them 7 days a week and you will get an answer.
  - You can talk with them about options (I my case the perl-script-running time) and they will change it if possible.

http://www.all-inkl.com

*Added by: Admin team*

**CiviHosting**

CiviHosting is a top-tier hosting firm based in the US with a strong focus on security. Their service includes a free install of TikiWiki by their staff, daily backups, control panel, full email service and 24/7 support with a minute response time.

As of 2021 they support PHP 5.6 and PHP 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4

https://civihosting.com/

*Added by: David Feldman*
AnyPursuit Hosting Network

I am running over half a dozen tiki websites for over eight years without any problem. Hosting starts at a price of $2.75 per month. Web SSH is also available with the cloud server. One click installer is available with very good user friendly Hepsia control panel. Quick services are provided on an average in less than 15 minutes though declared time is one hour. Apart from shared hosting, semi-dedicated shared servers are also available at very cheap price. Self-managed and managed VPS and dedicated servers are also being provided. They gave all the facilities for my tiki websites. Free trial is also provided.  
https://anypursuit.com/

Added by: gyanpathak

Outdated information

Also:
FYI on the documentation side in French, there is a list of many more host providers.

Please add your host and your experience!
don't forget date, source and offer (a hosting can improve his offer)
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